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Behavior is ubiquitous, widely seen from human being, machine and object-related activities
and systems. Different from so-called data, behavior forms an intrinsic part of an underlying system and its problems. An abstract behavior [2,10] can be described as a four-tuple
object, consisting of actor (subject and/or object), operation (activity and activity properties), relation (interactions) and context (including environment). In deeply understanding
behaviors [2], interaction, coupling relationships, semantics, dynamics, change, and impact
and utility [5] are important factors to consider.
Behavior Computing (or Behavior Informatics) [3,4] is an emerging field which studies
behaviors and behavior-oriented systems from the perspectives of informatics and analytics, aiming to build formal methods and computational theories and techniques for behavior
representation, processing and engineering. It aims at inventing and developing computing methodologies, techniques and tools for modeling, representing, reasoning about and
checking behavior-oriented systems, for the modeling, analysis, discovery and learning of
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dynamics, networking, group/community formation and deformation, divergence and convergence, pattern and exception, impact, risk and utility, and for the management and emergence
of behaviors and behavioral systems.
Behavior computing enables the uncovering of more information and semantics about interior and exterior, individual and collective, implicit and explicit, qualitative and quantitative,
and holistic and reductionistic aspects and perspectives about the formation, development,
evolution/dynamics, change/revolution, and influence of a system (either individual or networked) and its relevant context and environment. For this, behavior computing needs to
involve ubiquitous intelligence embedding and surrounding behaviors and behavioral systems, from behavior operation, data, human, domain (including semantics), organizational,
social, cultural and network perspectives.
The above aims and objectives are far beyond the classic efforts made in behavioral science [6,7], social science, and specifically behavioral finance and economics [1]. In fact,
there are very few books [4,9] available on behavior analytics from the informatics perspective. This special issue on Behavior Computing aims to raise the need for and opportunities
of conducting deep behavior analytics. The collected papers reflect a partial picture of the
state-of-the-art research and development in behavior computing and behavior informatics.
Through a very rigorous and competitive selection process, six papers are included in this
special issue. They involve the following key aspects of behavior computing: group and
collective behavior modeling, event extraction, detection and pattern mining, mobile and
semantic trajectory analysis, sequential behavior pattern mining and classification, and trust
modeling for Web behaviors. These papers address behavioral applications in social network and media, Web services, video objects, mobile devices and services, and customer
relationship management.
Behaviors of an individual or a group of people form behavior sequences, which often
present various characteristics and challenges in addition to the ordering information. Typically, behavior sequences exhibit features such as time interval between elements in a
sequence, couplings between sequences from either one or different actors, simple or complex interactions and relations between sequences or between subsequences. Tsai, Chen and
Chien present a paper on incorporating the time-interval feature into constructing behavior
sequences. The time-interval sequence of a customer contains not only the temporal order
of activities but also the time-interval information between them. They further build a timeinterval sequence classifier, optimized by the particle swam optimization (PSO) algorithm,
to classify time-interval behavior sequences. The proposed approach is tested on customer
relationship management applications.
In practice, events are widely involved in business, natural, social and artificial systems, in
particular, social network systems. An event refers to a specific behavior occurring at a certain
place and time. Specifically, event detection, extraction and tracking plays an increasingly
important role in understanding and interpreting behaviors and behavioral system dynamics
and significant changes. While event extraction and detection has been researched for a while,
Nguyen, Phung, Adams and Venkatesh claim that none of this work has considered sentiment
information as an underlying cause for event occurrence. Assuming real-world events often
involve shared emotional responses from a large population, they leverage the blogosphere as
a sentiment ‘sensor’ to extract events. Tested on millions of blog posts ground truthed with
mood labels, their sentiment-based approach formulates a high-order emotional measure,
with methods for extracting events based on these time series signals.
Further, Wang, Li, Jiang and Shi introduce their work on detecting sophisticated events
such as car parking in video by involving high-level semantic information. Their approach
combines low-level visual features and high-level semantic knowledge to detect specific
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semantic trajectory-based events with frequent semantic event (trajectory) patterns by frequent sequence analysis.
Movement is a typical type of mobility behavior. A series of movements form a movement
trajectory. Mobile devices and services produce an increasing number of movements. The
low-level raw movement trajectories mainly presents geographic coordinates and dynamics.
The work investigated by Renso, Baglioni, Macedo, Trasarti and Wachowicz addresses the
need for extracting mobility behavioral patterns on low-level movement trajectories and
embeds the semantic interpretation of the mined behavioral patterns. Their work is based on
the proposed Semantic-Enriched Knowledge Discovery Process, which integrates inductive
and deductive reasoning, for handling the syntactic and semantic complexity of movement
patterns in order to support meaningful interpretations of human behaviors.
Movement trajectories, forming movement sequences of behavioral actors, can be more
informative by attaching scenario and semantic information related to or driving the movements, such as shopping information associated with mobile services. This drives the need to
indicate the utility of a movement or movement sequence. The utility of behaviors, namely
business concerns, such as profitability of shopping, shows the business interest associated
with mobility behavior patterns. This forms high utility mobility sequential behavioral pattern
mining. Shie, Hsiao and Tseng explore this particular issue. They introduce three algorithms
to discover high utility mobile sequences in mobile commerce data.
Behavior utility discloses the business concerns accompanying a behavior or behavioral
sequence. Another interesting question is, how trustworthy are given behaviors, such as Web
services behaviors, how trustful they are. Informally, the trust (related to reputation) of a
behavior reflects the consistency between the expected and the actual performance after the
behavior execution. In the last paper, Yahyaoui and Zhioua investigate the trust patterns
of Web services. They address the bootstrapping issue, namely the assignment of initial
trust values to unknown Web services, by proposing a hidden Markov model pattern-based
classification approach to offer a global view of possible behaviors of Web services.
The above six papers only capture some specific and recent research studies on behavior
computing. With the widespread appearance of behaviors and behavior-oriented applications
and services, in particular, mobile devices and services, social networks and social media,
and the value recognition of studying behaviors from the informatics and analytics perspectives, behavior computing and behavior informatics exhibit powerful and complementary
advantages over classic behavior science and domain-specific behavior finance/economics.
The integrative exploration of behavior informatics with social informatics [8] complements
existing scientific achievements and provides unprecedented and effective theories and tools
for an in-depth understanding of complex business, network, social, cultural, economic, governmental and political issues and challenges.
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